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006 FUNDING TABLE 	 Lip 
AID DOLLAR PERSONNEL SERVICES PARTICIPANTS COMMODITIES OTHER COSTS 
FINANCING- CON-

OBLIGATIONS TOTAL TRACT AID PASA CON- DIR. CON- DIR. CON- DIR. CON
($O0 (NON-ADD) TRACT PASA TRACT PASA TRACT PASA TRACT 

CUMIILATIVE 
NET THRU 

ACTUA EAR 317.6 	 41 211 65 .6 

PROPOSED 
OPERATIONAL 

YEAR 87 	 67 20 
(FY 1_ ) _ 	 1 

CCC VALUE OF P.L. 480 I Thro Actual 	 Operational Year 
COMMODITIES (soo) Year : 	 I Program 

007 IMPLEMENTING AGENCY TABLE 
Ifcontractors or participating agencies are employed, enter the name and contract or PASA number of each in appropriate spaces below; 
in the case of voluntary agencies, inter name and registration number from M.O. 1551.1, Attachment A. Enter the appropriate descrip
tive code incolumns band c, usiIg the coding guide provided below. 
TYPE CODE b TYPE CODE c a. 	 TYPE d. e, 

I. U.S. CONTRACTOR 0. PARTICIPATING IMPLEMENTING AGENCY CODE CONTRACT/ LEAVE 
2. LOCAL CONTRACTOR AGENCY 	 b. VLASJ AID/W USEc. 	

23. THIRD COUNTRY 1. UNIVERSITf ________VOLALC___AD/WU__ 
CONTRACTOR 2. NON-PROFIT 4- Internal Revenue 410 I ARii - TT TTT" 

4. 	 PARTICIPATING INSTITUTION U.S. Service : ''% 
AGENCY 3. ARCHITECTURAL & 

5. VOLUNTARY AGENCY ENGINEERING 
6. OTHER: 4. CONSTRUCTION 2. 

5. OTHER COMMERCIAL 
6. INDIVIDUAL 

7. OTHER: 3. 	 A 

PART I - PROJECT IMPACT
 
I-A. GENERA L.NARRATIVE STATEMENT ON PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS, SIGNIFICANCE & EFFICIENCY.
 

This summary narrative should begin with abrief (one or two paragraph) statement of the principal events in the history of the project
since the last PAR. Following this should come a concise narrative statement which evaluates the overall efficiency, effectiveness 
and significance of the project from the standpoint of: 

(1) overall performance and effectiveness of project implementation ill achieving stated project targets; 
(2) the contribution to achievement of sector and goal plars;
 
(3). anticipated results compared to costs, i.e., efficiency in resource utilization;
 
(4) the' continued relevance, importance and significance of the project to country development and/or the furtherance of U.S. objec

tives. 
Include in the above outline, as necessary and appropriate, significant remedial actions undertaken or planned. The narrative con 
best be done after the rest.of PART I is completed. It should integrate the partial analyses in I-B and I-C into an overall balanced 
appraisal of the project's impact. The narrative can refer to other sections of the PAR which are pertinent. If the evaluation in the 
previous PAR has not significantly changed, or if the project is too new to have achieved significant results, this Part should so 
state. 
008 NARRATIVE FOR PART I-A (Continue on form AID 1020-25 I a necissar) ) 

A Brookings institution 6tudy, which took p ac from 1959 to 1960, proposed 

numerous charges in Korea's tax legislation. This study later resulted in the
 

initiation of work by a USAID direct-hire tax adviser uho developed, auring
 
1962 - 1963, an internal tax revenue adnministration improvement project for
 

Korea, A TDY technician from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) assisted the
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MSLCUITV CLASSIFICATION IPROJECT NUMBER 

PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 
This sheet 	Is to be used forany Narrative Sections fcr which sufficient space has not been provided on the form. Identify each
narrative by its Part and Section Designation. 

UbA.Liw 	auvisur -±n ,i.zun L the -b,.cL.1Vc: o' tne ionL-term assJ.stanc: pr,,..
Th:.i11L techn..c an returned to Koroa in Auu-st .1964 tu ht±p ±Lplc;Ment. tilt prujuct
anu 	rejmained unt-.. oupteLber i968. A cenior tax aaviser from ih 0,11c ..W for a 
short 	stay -nJuly 19o5. 

Luadint up Lo the year 1966, a s±nificant milestone in the 	life of this P1.uci,a number of ueveiopmxent took place that were laLer to result in ciramatl.c .m-r:-uinu.These 	were: estabLishment of the nLcle"- of a tax 	fraud investigation or anizatGnin January 1964; studies on the organization of the TaxAti.on bureau; anu ac,L,r]L.trabive
management studies 
&tmeu at better systems, improved procedures, elminna-u-n ol 
useless reports, etc. 

Robert 	Nathan Associatus proviwdea two fiscal economists aurinf 
the 	period junu 1964 sept., 	1965. 
 These consultant made specific recommenuations about a now tax
structure, scheauie versus L]obal tax forms, and many other tax a,L rL,nTrat-n 
chanfts.
 

In 	9o6,thu rollowing happened Ln the tax auministration field:
 

a. 
The 	Taxation Bureau was reorganized into the Office of National Tax

Administration (ONTA) and a Tax Systems Bureau. 
In addition, certain
functions were centralized and strengthened in the ONTA such os fraud
investigation activities and the centralization and organizational
separation of internal audit and internal security. 

b. 	The Investigation Bureau, ONTA, started new tax investigative procedures,
In 1966 alone, 868)million additional won were collected as a result ofthese new procedures,--as compared with virtually no 	 collections pr-viously. 

c. 	The centralized internal audit with independent status was a major s:p

forward.
 

d. 	Expanded enforcement was extended to areas previously untapped or

inadequately covered, resulting in increased revenue.
 

keo 
Standard income ratios were set for tax payers who had inadequate book
.... keeping and accounting records of their incomes.
 

_/f. 	Operational studies of district offices were made to improve overall
 
management.
 

.,g. 	 Voluntary disclosure prograns,were instituted in 1966. One in June-Jily,i)66 brought in 282 million additional won, and the second in September
1966 brought in 1,059 million additional won. 

_L~ho 
 The "Green Return" system was established to provide the largest taxpayers
with a f£or for the voluntary filing of returns. These 	 "Green Returns" 
are foiTrs on green paper given to the largeo tax payers who complete the 
forms, 	and voluntarily mail them to the ONTAo 
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ORCYRTV CL-ASSIFICATION UNCLASSIFIED 
 4i-71YM0-652 (489-11-750-65i) 
PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 

This sheet is to be used for any Narrative Sections for which sufficient space has not been provided on the form. Identify each 
narrative by its Part and Section Designation. 

i. 	Public infor.ation, education, .nd other assistance progris resulted ii 
radio, tlevision, and personal appearances of the Commissioner anJi 
senior officials of the ONTA to explain new tax procedures and forms. 

j. 	 The nominattion of Corruisioner Lee, trak Song, in March 1966, probably I1 
more to do with the dramatic events that took place after this date i.." 

any 	other single happening.
 

In the period before .lLFo, the project, was not a failure, but it was a p,,.: 
of preparing, planning and instituting new approaches. Evaluation of the ov( , C 
efficiency, effectiveness and significance of the project, therefore, is primarl -y 
concerned with the post-1966 period. Some pertinent evaluations are as fo].lows: 

T. 	Overall performance and effectiveness of project implementation in achieving
 
stated pro.ect objectives. The ROKG' j ONTA, within the short period of three
 
to four years since its establishment,has far exceeded stated project
 
objectives and goals. It was never anticipated in the original project
 
targets and goals that the ROKG'. ONTA would average over 25/ increase in its 
collections for 3 years. 

The 	attitude of host countriy officials in the ONTA towards technical advice
 

is that:
 

a. 	They have accepted advice by acting upon it; and
 

b. 	They have recognized all the functional elements in revenue administration
 
by including them in their organization. Such organizations include audit,
 
fraud investigations, etc.
 

2. 	The contribution to achievement of sector and go , plans. The sector goal is:
 
"Improved Government Organization and Administre.tion Capability." The ONTA
 
has provided an excellent example in improved organization and administration
 
capability for the remainder of the ROKG to follow. Good leadership coupled
 
with strong backing and support at the highest levels have achieved monumental
 
results in tax collection increases. The increases cannot be attributed enftirely
 
to the increases in personnel and organization. A number of coinciding factors
 
also h(lped make these tax collections possible. 

Revenue increases are as follows: 

(In billions of won)
 

Number of
 
Year Direct Tax Indirect Tax Total Taxpayers 1/ 

196t 23.28 17.53 0,.81 1 ,69,737 
1966 43.08 26.95 70.03 1,777,731 
1967 62.65 37.77 100.42 2,163,563 
1968 96.3Y,8.79 155o13 -

I/ 	The actual nunber of taxpayers is less than shown here because income taxes are
 
assessed on a schedular basis, i.e. one taxpayer will be subject to two or three
 
income taxes collected at different times during the year. In addition, the
 
farm population representing 60% of the total population is not subject to
 
national income taxes. UNCLASSIFIED lb
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489---790-652,.CU gTV CLA.,.PICATIN UNCLASSIFIED PROJECT 4UMUER (489-I-7'0-651) 

PAR COKTINUATION SHEET 

This sheet is to be used for any Narrative Sections for which sufficient space has not been provided on the form. Identify each 
narrative by its Pat and Section Designation. 

a. 	 The rate of tax ruvorue increases has exceeded the increase in the GVP nor'/ 
the GDP. The annual increase in the GNP has varied from 7.4/ in 1965 to 13.1! 
in 1968. The rate of tax revenue increases has ranged from 3, to '0" for the 
same year*.
 

b. Relating revenue incieases to technical assistance inputs is very difficult.
 
The ONTA has capitalized on what technical assistance it has been given and has 
used this advice to the best advantage possible. 

3. 	Anticipated results compared to costs, i.e., efficieney in resource utilization.
 

Ratio of Expenses of ONTA to Tax Collections:
 

1965 	 1.73N 
1966 	 2.00 i_/ 
1967 	 2.04% 2/1968 2 10 r/ 
1969 1. 9T/1" fst.) 

The above ratios of expenses compared to actual collections are above what is the 
average in many other countries. However, as it gains more experience, the ONTA 
should be able to reduce this percentage to an even more respectable level. This 
is especially true where personnel recruited in the two to three years before
 
1968 are now trained and begin producing at near maximum capacity.
 

Productivity increases resulting from the work of advisors are hard to measure
 
because there has been only one advisor in Korea during the major part of the
 
project. However, it is certainly reasonable to say that the advisory services
 
did contribute to Korea's progress, even though such resulting progress cannot
 
easily be quantified or measured.
 

Revenues collected versus staffing o ONTA.
 

Year No. of Tax Employees Revenues
 

1965 5,465 	 40.81 (billion won)
 
i 66 6,184 70.03 ( " )
 
1V67 7,490 100o42 ( )
 
1968 8,597 155.13 ( " )
 

Both staffing and revenues are increasing substantially, but revenues are 
increasing at a faster rate than the staffing. It is anticipated that staffing 
will level off at about 10,000 within two years whereas revenues would continue 
to go up.
 

l/ 	ONTA established March 1966.
 
R/
Regional and District offices were expanded; also, additional personnel was
 
added in central office of ONTA.
 

// 	 The MOF Training Institute and its budget was transferred to ONTA in 1968, 
thus adding to the overhead figure.
 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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SUCYRITy CLASSIFICATIONI 	 PROJECT NUMBER 

UNCISSIFIED T489-11-790-652 (489-11-750-651) 

PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 

This sheet is to be usod for any Narrative Sections for which sufficient space has not been provided on the form. Identify each 

narrative by its Part and Section Designation. 

4. 	The continued relevance, importance, and significance of the project to country 
development and/or the furtherance of U.S. objectives. It is anticipated thatW 
the assistance being supplied by the USG will phase down in FY 1970. However, 
the impurtance and significance of the major tax collecting agency in Korea is 
self-evident. The continued comitment of the USG in military and other 

assistance is still substantial. Korea is just beginning to finance a major 
part of its economic development. As revenue collections increase, the burden
 

should be shifted as much as possible to the ROKG. It is expected that by 1970$' 

the 	ONTA will be able to move ahead without any external assistance because 
most of the reforms now in proceri will have been implemented. 

Another factor in the evaluation of this project is the question of the equitable 

application of tax revenue laws. Some pertinent considerations are the following: 

a. 	 As a result of a crash program during the past three to four years, there have 

been many instances of inequity in tax collections. This was inevitable. 
Starting in CY 1969, the ONTA will stress greater equity and the spreading 

of tax burden as far as possible. 

b. Systems have not been improved very much recently because of the concentra

tion on collections, but studies are beingmade now to change and streamline 
the current systems. 

c. 	Ef5orts in many ways have been made to reduce corruption. One way has been
 

the establishment of an Inspector General's Division reporting directly to
 

the Commissioner, ONTA. The centralization and strengthening of the internal 

audit is another step in attempting to keep corruption at a minimum. These 

organizations will not stamp out corruption, but they will make it more 
difficult for tax officials to violate the tax laws and regulations. 

d. 	After having been in existence for several years, the income tax fraud
 

investigation staff was centralized in 1966. For 1967, out of 1,122 cases,
 

702,171,266 won was collected in taxes, 436,458,231 won was collected in
 

fines, for a total of 1,138,629,497 won. For 1968, out of 980 cases,
 

1,209,0, 6,217 won was collected in additional revenue.
 

e. 	Public Support
 

The 	UNTA has spent considerable time and effort in publicizing its program,
 

the 	changes, and the benefits to tax payers. The response has been generai
 

favorable, but not as favorable as the officials of ONTA had hoped. Television, 
radio, newspapers, brochures, and other media have been used to publicize 

the ONTA'1 program. This has resulted in more telephone inquires and visits to 

ONTA for assistance in completing tax forms. However, the ONTA hass not had 

the opportunity to assess the results of this publicity. It is believed that it
 

is producing favorable results, but these remain unmeasured.
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AID 1020-25 A (7-68) 
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION 

UNCLASSIFIED 
PJC ,7-!-90-6-- 6 

PART I-B - PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS 
I-B-I - OUTPUT REPORT AND FORECAST1. 2. - (See detoiled instructions) 

CODE 
NO. 

AID/w
AU/UNLSEh 

ONLY 

This section is designed to record progress toward the achievement of each projectoutput target which was scheduled in the PIP, Part II. Where progress toward atarget is significantly greater or less than scheduledU describe reason(s) beneathtarget. esta ceue.dsrb esns eet 
the target. 

3 

ACTUAL 

C T 
CgiiatygetroUM. TO 
DATE 

AND 

4. 

o 

PLANNED OUTPUTS 

As.AS OF"PR OR 

(ALL DATA CUMULATIVE) 

•
BY N X PROJECT 
PLANNED TOTALB Y NEXT FOR 
JUNE 30 PROJECT 

PLANNED ACTUAL LIFE 

heorganization of the Taxation Agencies (OrTA, CustorasBureau, Tax Systems Bureau) - This was completed in 1966. Wi'989. 9C, 99S' 

Administrative Improvements in Taxation Agencies - Theseimprovements are still going on. The ON.'.' has an outsideconsalting firm making a staffing, work measurement and
simplification study. The Tax Systems Barcau hasrequested assistance in the improvement anc developmentof its program. 

65;: 60C5 7< 89f 

/ 

Tiaining of Tax Ufficials - The former Miinistry of FinancE 
Training Institute has been taken over by the OrTA. Anewbuilding is being built in the suburbs of Seoul and new curricula are to be designed employing greatertrainee participation. ,. .. 5 0 0, 78 
Tax Structure Changes - The ONTA is 
program to put a certain number ofform or one form. 

just starting a 
returns on a global 

25.e' 20-5 L0' 55 ' 
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AID 1OO-25 (7-1 
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION 	 I OJEC T NUM I[R 

UNCLASSIFIE 189-11-790-652 (489-11-750-651) 
PART I-B - Continued 

010 B.2 - OVERALL ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJECT TARGETS 
Place an "X" within the bracket on the following seven-point scale that represents your judgment of the overall progress towards project targets: 

I I 	 XI
 
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory 	 Outstanding 

PART I-C - PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE 
01 C.1 - RELATION TO SECTOR AND PROGRAM GOALS (See detailed instructions M.O. 1026.1) 

This section is designed to indicate the potential and actual impact of the project on relevant sector and program goals. List the goals
in col. b and rate potential and actual project impact in cols. c and d. 

0. SCALE FOR COLUMN c: 3= Very Important; 2= Important; C. d. ACTUAL 

1= Secondary Importance IMPACT ONCODE POTENTIAL GOAL TOO. SCALE FOR COLUMN d: 3= Superior/Outstanding; 2= Adequate/Satisfactory/Good; IMPACT ON DATEiAo/w 	 1= Unsatisfactory./MarginaUSE EACH GOAL RELATIVE 
ONLY b. IF PROJECT TO 

ACHIEVES PROGRESSSECTOR AND PROGRAM GOALS (LIST ONLY THOSE ON WHICH THE TARGETS EXPECTED 
PROJECT HAS A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT) A GE 

. eorganization of Taxation Agencies 
 3 3 

(2) 

r Administrative Improvements in Taxation Agencies 3 2 

t " (3) 

Training of Tax Officials 3 1-: 

Tax Structure Changes 

For goals where column c. is rated 3 or 2 and column d. is rated 1, explain in the space for narrative. The narrative should also 
indicate the extent to which the potential impacts rated 3 or 2 in column c. are dependent on factors external to the achievement of 
the project targets, i.e., is there a substdntial risk of the anticipated impact being forestalled by factors not Involved in the achieve
ment of project targets. If possible and relevant, it also would be useful to mention in the narrative your reading of any current 
indicators that longer-term purposes, beyond scheduled project targets, are likely or unlikely to be achieved. Each explanatory note 
must be identified by the number of the entry (col. b) to which it pertains. 
012 NARRATIVE FOR PART I-C.1 (Continue on form AID 1020-25 I): 

(2) 	 Administrative Improvements in Taxation Agencies. While the reorganizations have 
been completed, much remains to be done in the systems analysis field. The ROKG 
has been anxious to get into ADP or EDP as quickly as possible, but USAID has 
held out for improvements in rudiamentary processing, recordirg, and follow-up 
on collections as a prerequisite before starting such a sophisticated system. 
While a study is under way in the ONTA of the administrative procedures, much 
remains to be done in the area of personnel administration.
 

(3) 	Training of Tax Officials0 The ONTA recently took over the responsibility for 
the Ministry of Finance Training Institute. This institute is being relocated 
in .a.new building with a new curriculum-.Past performance in in-service training 
has riot been too good. A new institute will be watched carefully to see how, 
well 	it provides training.
 

UNCLASSIFIED
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9"CURST CLAUIICATION ULASSIPJI Y O-6 52 (489-11-750-651) 

PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 
This shet Isto be used for any Narrative Sections for which sufficient space has not been provided on the form. Identify each
nwrative by Its Part and Section Des Ignation. 

(i) Tax Structure Changes. For sometime global.ization* of tax schedules onto onefoxv has been reconmended. The ONTA is just now tying this on an (Werimcntal
basis. However, it will be Leveral years or more before the entire tax syste,
is changed to this approach. 

* The U.S. Federal Income Tax system uses a global form (the 10.0) ahich 
is a scries of schedules to record incomes from various sourc,-s. Thcse
various incomes are then totaled and the tax payer pays on'! tac u 
total of a]l these income, . 

The ROI syster,, however, is scheaular. This means that a LaAqFLyL ,.
a separate return fo' each type income. The taxpayer, therefore, cou~ld
file as many as five to seven separate returns under the Korean system. 

UNCLASSIFIED
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AID 	 1020-25 C 17,68) 

SWCURITY CLASSIFICATION PROJECT NUMBER 

UNCLASSIFIED 	 48Q-1-790-652 (489-11-7 0-6a1) 

PART I-C - Continued 
C.2 - GENERAL QUESTIONS 

These questions concern uclelop;r.erlts since. the prior PAR. For each question place "Y" for Yes, "N" for No, or MARK"NA" for Not IN 
Applicable in the right hrnd column. Fo, each question where "Y" is entered, explain briefly in the space below the table. THIS 

COL.
 

013 	 Have there been any significant, unusual or unanticipated results not covered so far in this PAR? 

014 	 flave means, conditions or activities other than project measures had a substantial effect on project output or accomplishments? 

015 	 Have any problems arisen as the rt=blt of advice or action or major contributions to the project by another donor? 

016 	 If the answer to 014 or 015 is yes, or for any other reason, is tie project now less necessary, unnecessary or subject .7 
to modification or earlier termination? 

017 	 Have any impcrtant lessons, positive or negative, emerged which might have broad applicability? 

018 	 Has this project revealed any requirement for research or new technical aids on which AID/W should take the initiative? 

019 	 Do any aspects of the project lend themselves to publicity in newspapers, magazines, television or films in the United States? 

020 	 Has there been a lack of effective cooperating country media coverage? (Make sure AID/W has copies of existing coverage.) 

021 NARRATIVE FOR PART I-C.2 Identify each explanatory note by the number of the entry to which it pertains. (Continue on 
form AID 102025 I as necessary): 

01. lite increase in collections of national revenues from incones hi=s bc,-n ,uilte 
iibzsL.tial., Colluctions of national taxes in 1965 amounLed to 70,000 miliion 
, anl ti.ey were approximately 1'L5,000 million A combi,!i< Lion,,.,n for i'LC wori. 

/ L' c!l incor'i'uj,tIbIa and energetic Coraiiissioner of ONTA with Presdonti.J backing 
/ Liu. Lh, nttlionarl economy on the upswing have made these inci'eases pos,,ble. 

(--ya eriod, additional staff was added to the OTA at the rate 
.oifabtutI .00 year. These factors all had their influence on the gross 

. ,.: 	': SJ" . cited above°-! 

Tiere,- have been no other outside donors to the ONTA. 

0016. The projtct at this stage of its history needs to undergo a slight redirection. 
In th past detailed advice and assistance were provided at the technical aevel. 

sLnce project FY 'willN 	 Bit the is now planned for phase-out in 1970, empha -i: be 
placed on muaking the institutions now ongoing more viable and rezponslv.. to 
Lih nuodc of' a changing economy and society. 

U hasG , u. The i.5 received generally favorable coverage. 

UNCLASSIFIED
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AID 1020-1 0 17-66) 

SECURITY CLA IIFICATION PROJECT 	NUMBER 

UNCLASSIFIED L89-11-790-6/2 (489-ii-7O-651) 
PART II- IMPLEMENTATION REPORT 

II-A - STATUS OF SCHEDULE 
022 	A-i -INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS (See detailed instructions M.O. 1026.1). This Is a listing of major actions or steps which were scheduled 

for physical start or continuing implementation in the reporting period as reflected in the Project Implementation Plan, Part I. 
(a) (b) STATUS - PLACE AN "X" IN, 

ONE COLUMN
 
PIP MAJOR ACTIONS OR STEPS; CA'JSES AND RESULTS
 

ITEM OF DELAYS; REMEDIAL STEPS II) 121 (3)
 
NO. 
 BEHIND ON AHEAD OF 

SCHEDULE SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
 

1. 	 heor2anize Taxation Bureau. 

This was completed in 1966 when the office of
 
National Tax Administration and the Tax Systems
 
Bureau were created from the Taxation Bureau,
 
Ministry of Finance.
 

2. Strengthen and improve taxc fraud program. 	 X 
This program was put into effect in 1966 after the
 
major reorganization of the Taxation Bureau. The
 
program is developing slowly but thoroughly.
 

3. 	Centralize and improve internal audit program. X
 
This also was started in 1966.
 

4. 	 Improve in-service training program. X
 
Only recently was the linistry of Finance Training
 
Institu'e brought under the ONTA. A new building,
 
expanded curriculum, and better teaching materials
 
are in the process of being installed.
 

5. 	 Develop an administrative and procedural manual system. X
 
This has been started many times but never completed
 
because technician3 were reassigned after a year or
 
two and administrative and organization changes
 
were taking place in rapid succession. Some
 
concentrated technical assistance is required here.
 

6. Promote better recor-keeping practices by th2 public. X
 
This has been attempted for a number of years
 
without too much success. Arbitrary assessments
 
have been used, but these have not brought about
 
the level of compliance required.
 

7. 	 Convert to a global tax form for tax returns. X 
This is a long-range program that is just getting 
started. 1,500 selected taxpayers will be used 
this year, 1969, for a pilot approach to one global 
tax form. Such a drastic change in the tax system 
will be instituted on a step-by-step basis.
 

8. 	 Improve public relations program. X
 
Ubo of television radio, newspapers and brochures
 
have been made. The ONTA will continue to publicize
 
it operations and objectives.
 

UNCLASSIIED 
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9CYNITY CLASSIICATION UNCIASSIFIED I 46§-Y-M (T 652(1;89-11-750O-651) 

PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 
This sheet is to be used for any Narrative Sections for which sufficient space has not been provided on the form.
narrative by its Part and Section Designation. 

Identify each 

9. Provide adejuat vaaiy f caie for- tax official. .. x 
ONTA has no control ov:r valari3s and allow

- anc. s. 
over a 

Th.2 L.OKG is increasing salaries by 10W. 
thr-.,e-yf.ar p,'riod. Th:.s- increases are 

bas--d on detaU_'d studie:s already m-ad', by th-" 
Ministry of Gov,'.i= .nt Adrmtinistration. These 
studies have stated that present ROKG sa3&ri's 
are far below the minimum 
food and clothing. 

i.-'juired for shelter,/ 

UNCLASSIFIFD
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ISCURITY CLASSIFICATION 

PAOJ 	CT NUMMlR 

-Ur:CLASIFIiDI 	 L8 -.- 7-O J (LD9-v,-7-OI ) 

PART II - Confinued
 
023 
 II-A.2 - OVERALL TIMELINESS
 
ingeneral, project implementation is (place an "X" in one block):
 

(a) On schedule 
(bLAhead of schedule
 

BLOCK (c):It n.'vked, place an "X" in (c)Behind schedule
 
any 	 of the blocks one thru eight that (1) AID/W Program Approval 
apply. This is limited to key aspects of (2) Implementing Agency (Contractor/Participating Agency/Voluntary Agency) 
implementation, e.g., timely delivery of (3)Technicians 
commodities, return of participants to 
assume their project responsibilities, (4)Participan 
cooperating country funding, arrival ol (5)Commodities (non-FFF) 
technicians. (6) Cooperating Country 

(7) Commodities (FFF) 
(8) Other (specify): 

Il-B - RESOURCE INPUTS 
This section appraises the effectiveness of U.S. resource inputs. There follow illustrative lists of factors, grouped under Implementing
Agency, Participant Training and Commodities, that might influence the effectiveness of each of these types of project resources. in 
the blocks after only those factors which significantly affect project accomplishments, write the letter P if effect is positive or satis
factory, or the letter N if effect is negative or less than satisfactory. 

1. FACTORS-IMPLEMENT iNG AGENCY (Contract/Participating ARency/Voluntary Agency)
024 	 IF NO IMPLEMENTING AGENCY IN THIS 032 Quality, comprehensiveness and candor of required reports -

PROJECT. PLACE AN -X- IN THIS BLOCK: 033 Promptness of required reports 

025 	 Adequacy of technical knowledge P 034 Adherence to work schedule
 
026 Understanding of project purposes 
 P 035 Working relations with Americans
 
027 Project planning and management P 036 
 Working relations with cooperating country nationals
 
028 Ability to adapt technical knowledge to local situation N1 037 
 Adaptation to local working and living environment 
029 Effective use of participant training element F 038 Home office backstopping and substantive interest
 
030 Ability to train and utilize local staff 
 P 039 Timely recruiting of qualified technicians
 
031 Adherence to AID administrative and other requirements T 040 Other (describe):
 

2. FACTORS-PARTICIPANT TRAINING 
041 	 IF NO PARTICIPANT ELEMENT IN PROJECT. TRAINING UTILIZATION AND FOLLOW UP 

PLACE AN "X- IN THIS BLOCK: 	 052 Appropriateness of original selection 
PR EDE PARTURE a, 	 053 Relevance of training for present project purposes042 	 English language ability______________________________ 

043 	 Availability of host country funding P 054 Appropriateness of post-training placement 

044 	 Host country operational considerations (e.g., selection 055 Utility of training regardless of changes in project
 
procedures)
 

045 	 Technical/professional qualifications P 056 Ability to get meritorious ideas accepted by supervisors 

n46 	Quality of technical orientation 1 057 Adequacy of performance 

047 	 Quality of general orientation P 058 Continuance on project 

048 	 Participants' collaboration in planning content of program - 059 Availability of necessary facilities and equipment 

049 	 Collaboration by participants' supervisors in planning p 0t
 
training 060 Mission or contractor follow-up activity
 

050 	 Participants' availability for training 051 Other (describe): 

051 	 Other (describe): 

* 	 ,°- , C-,in, notes for nor'- d 'tail. . 
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3. FACTORSCOAODITI ES 

IN APRORIAT
PLACPR OAN I AIT 0F2 NON-F° FFF -COMMODITYCOMMoI 072 Control measures against damage and deterioration 
BLOCK: II ELEMENT In shipment.
 

065 Timeliness ofAID/W program approval (i.e., PlO/C,

Transfer Authorization). 
 073 Control measures against deterioration In storage. 

066 Quality of commodities, adherenco to specifications, 074 Readiness and availability of facilities.
 
marking.
 

067 Timeliness in procurement or reconditioning. 075 Appropriateness of use of commodities. 

068 Timeliness of shipment to port of entry. 076 Maintenance and spares support. 

069 Adequacy of port and inland storage facilities. 077 Adequacy of property records, accounting and controls. 

070 Timeliness of shipment from port to site. 078 Other (Describe): 

071 Control measures against loss and theft. 

Indicate in a concise narrative statement (under the heading a. Overall Implementation Performance, below) your summary appraisal of thestatus of project implementation, covering both significant achievements and problem areas. This should Include any comments about theadequiacy of provision of direct hire technicians as well as an overall appraisal of the comments provided under the three headings (b, c &d)which follow. For projects which include a dollar input for generation of local currency to meet local cost requirements, indicate thestatus of that input (see Detailed Instructions).

Discuss separately (under separate headings b,c & d) the status of Implementing Agency Actions, Participants and Commodities. Where
above listed factors are causing significant problems (marked N), 
 describe briefly in the appropriate narrative section: (1) the causeand source of the problem, (2) the consequences of not correcting it, and (3) what corrective action has been taken, called for, or planned
by the Mission. Identify each factor discussed by its number. 
079 NARRATIVE FOR PART -B: (After narrative section a. Overall Implementation Performance, below, follow, on form AID 1020-251as needed, with the following narrative section headings: b. Implementing Agency, c. Participants, d. Cemmodities. List a!l narrativesection headings in order. For any headings which are nut applicable, mark them as such and follow immediately below with th"e next nar
rative section heading.) 
a. Overall Implementation Performance. 

Th - p-io1-cti t tltis stage is pr-mnrally moving ahead on schedul.. The ONTA bar..U.t '.elduring th:-.S . past four to five years in coll_!cting ta-..In 1Q6:, a Lot] of'1O,800 million won was collected and in 1.968, I15,OCO million 
on .!as coll:,ct'%d. This performance is unparalleled in LDCrs throughout theworld. 
 In addition, the ONTA has distingquished itself by rapidly mod.rrnizing
its systans and pr,-paring for ADP. Finally, the ONTA has developed a small corpsoaf dynamic and capable leaders ( wcmplified by the present Commissioner) who arestriving successfully to bring about the necessary improvemvntr!.
 

-On the otht-r hand, -omo major programs are still behind schedu.,. Th-sa inc.1udtho manual system, in-service training, higher salary scale for ta: officals, andpromotion of reco-d-keeping by taxpayers. However, in each instance the ONTA is
continuously working to make the changes or get these programs implmented.
 

A combination of' factors emerged concurrently to create a favorable clirat- for
col]. cting tax.s and, thereby, contributed to the success 'of the revenue admiinistration i;Ipiov.el..nt project. The major 
 reason for the success of the projectand the ONTA was thL: appointment, in March 1966, of a capable and dedicatedCommission% , who ail. o has the backing of th::: President and Prime Minister.This Connission..r was given andthe mandate- to modernize and improve operationscolL:ct more taxes, ct'pcially since external aid was diminishing. Anoth -rimportant factor contributing to improved revenue administration is that the
expanded and increasead economic activity made it possible to collect more'taxces. 
UNCLASSIFID
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PAR CONTINUATION SHEET 
This shut is to be used forany Narrative Sections forwhich sufficient space has not been irovided on the form. Identify each 
narrative by its Part and Section Designation. 

US,,ID was 
able to assit these fiOKG tax programs because they were generally
 
well led and going in the right direction.
 

While there has been much rapid growth and change, there are still many

unanswered questions. 
What happens to the ONTA when the present Commissioner
 
is assigned to another position? Uill tax collections continue to rise at

the same rate in the future? 
 How much will the lower income level taxpayers

submit to? Since there is now sone resistance to paying taxes by this group,

will 	the ONTA consider this factor'? , . " -.
 

transition into IMP and ADP? 
These are some of the questions and problems

confronting the ROKG both now and in the immediate future.
 

b. Factors-Implementing Agency. 
This 	project has used the Foreign Tax Advisory

Service of IRS Treasury Department as the implementing agency under a PASA
 
arrangement....The FTAS backstopped this project and has provided technicians
 
both full-time and TDY to carry out the action phases. 
Until recently FTAS
 

,/has been quite responsive in providing technicians, but there has been a

_-four-month lapse since the last IRS technician left, 
In general, the
 
implementing agency has performed satisfactorily.
 

026 	Ability to adapt technical knowledge to local situation. The technicians
 
assigned were not always able to adapt their technical knowledge to the
 
local problems of Korea because of their limited knowledge of Korea, its
 
customs, and particularly its recent history in tax collection under the
 
Japanese.
 

038 	Home office backstopping - IRS/Washington
 

(i) No backstopping organization can in adance train technicians in
 
the art of technical assistance, sensitivity to a foreign culture
 
and the political or psychological aspects of change. The arts
 
referred to here are learned primarily through doing, not being

taught in a training course. The question could be asked - did
 
the technician develop the art and technique of technical assist
ance, and the answer would be "yes."
 

(ii) Before the project started, an IRS TDY technician spent 6 months in
 
developing the goals of a long term project. 
The same technician
 
returned after an interval of about three months.
 

(iii) The visit was useful in finalizing documentation and in determinint
 
the kind of technician required.
 

(iv) Representatives of IRS have visited the project. 
This happened two
 
times in 1968.
 

(v) The visits resulted in little or no change.
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c. Paxticipants. Approxiriktely 10 participants have receivxd training outsi.,ik- Koifcain Tax Adinistration. For the most 	part, this training has been useful andtimely. Lore training should have been made available as well as moure training
in specialized fields. 

Factors - Training 

(i) 	 Tho ONTA is reorganizing its own training program in its T]AInstitute. The only participants going to the U.S. arc those
that require spocialized training not available in Korea.
 

(ii) If the creation of a training institution was not required, so.le course could be given at a central location in the last Asian region. 

(iii) Mobile instruction teams for certain types of training may be uaie'uL.
It has not been tried in Korea. Where institutions havw adequatedormitory space and facilities, it may be cheaper te, send traii ?Sto centrally located Training Institutes. 

d. Commodities. No commodities were purchased under dollar financed PIO/C' .
During the course of the project !J ton pick-up trucks and 60 to 
'(O Je eps"were 	provided to district and regional offices to give collectinL agents P-'<)p,rty)
means of transportation. Ten calculating machines from exc. s; pt'operty aere
also provided, but these are not in operating condition any lon r. probably
 
because of lack of' spare parts.
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PART III ROLE- OF THE COOPERATING COUNTRY
 
The following list of illustrative items 
 are to be considered by the evaluator. in the block after only those items which significantlyaffect Project effectiveness, write the letter P if the effect of the item is positive or satisfactory, or the letter N if the effect of theitem is negative or less than satisfact y. 

SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL FACTORS:
 
080 Coordination ad cooperation within and between ministries.
 
081 Coordination and cooperation of LDC 
 ov't. with public and private institutions and private enterprise.

082 Availability of reliable data for project planning, control and evaluation.
 
083 Competence and/or continuity in executive leadership of project. 

084 Host country project funding.
 
085 Legislative changes relevant to project purposes.
 
086 Existence and adequacy of a project-related LDC organization. 
087 Resolution of procedural and bureaucratic problems.
 
088 Availability of LDC physical resource 
 inputs and/or supporting services and facilities.
 
089 Maintenance of facilities and equipment.
 
090 Resolution of tribal, class or caste problems.
 
091 Receptivity to change and innovation.
 
092 Political conditions specific to project. 
093 Capacity to transform ideas into actions, i.e., ability to implement project plans.

094 
 Intent and/orcapacity to sustain and expand the impact of the project after U.S. Inputs are terminated.

095 Extent of LDC efforts to widen the dissemination of project benefits and services.
 
096 
 Utilization of trained manpower (e.g., participants, counterpart technicians) in project operations.

097 
 Enforcement of relevant procedures (e.g., newly established tax collection and audit system).098 Other: 

HOST COUNTRY COUNTERPART TECHNICIAN FACTORS: 
099 Level of technical education and/or technical experience. 
100 Planning and management skills. 

101 Amount of technician man years available. 
102 Continuity of staff.
103 Willingness to work in rura; areas. 

nn104 Pay and allowances. 
n 

105 Other: 

In the space below for narrative provide a succinct discussion and overall appraisal of the quality of country performance related tothis project, particularly over the past year. Consider important trends and prospects. See Detailed Instructions for an illustrativelist of considerations to be covered.
 
For only those items marked N include brief statements covering the nature 
of the problem, its Impact on the achievement of projecttargets (i.e., its impotance) and the nature and cost of corrective action taken or planned. Identify each explanatory note.
 
106 NARRATIVE FOR PART III (Continue on 
 form AID 1020-25 I): 

One factor should be emphasized in the evaluation of the ROKG performance in thetax field The Commissioner of ONTA, with the support and personal backing ofthe President, has been largely responsible for the tremendous increase in income
tax collections . When the Commissioner is transferred to another assignment, uefforts of the ONTA may not be so dramatic. In addition, it can also be assumed 
W: 

that the ONTA will have reached or will have came close to the point of dininishing returns. I feel it safe 
to say that the ONTA will continue to collecttaxes at a continued high level after U .S aid is withdrawn, but the changes ir.the future will be less dramatic and there may be some periods where collecti'.: may only keep up with inflationary increases.
 

The Comnissioner of ONTA is pushing very hard theon training of his personnelagency-wide, on 
creation of an executive development program, on the developmentof improved systems, on experimenting with the globalization "approach to taxcollecting" and on many other steps designed to modernize the ROKG tax system. 
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08: alability of data for project lanning, control, and evaluation. Tiir, tr!agencies are not unique in the lack of dat
a orplanning,for p cntr=bfO,ing ...t... a] vJuand vjation. 
This is generally true throughout the ROKG. 
Only recently has thu
hOKG come to realize that the accumulation of pertinent statistics is useful
in the control and prediction of present and future government operations.
 

089 Ilaintenance of facilities and equipment. 
AgainONTA should not be singled
out as an agency that fails to maintain its facilities and ejuipment.situation exists in nearly all ministries. 
This 

The large increases in staff and
the slowness in making facilities and equipment available have retarded the
efficient use of the additional personnel and equipment.
 

091 ReceptiviLy
 

The ROKG connitment has gone beyond the objectives of this project. 
The
hOKG has demonstrated by positive action its commitment to the improvement
of the management of the ONTA. 
The project, insofar as the USG is concerned,
is comparatively modest as to funds and other inputs because the USG's
commitaent has been limited to one technician supported by TDY technicians,
some participant trainees, some excess property in the form of jeeps and
light trucks, and some trust funds in local currency for a research study
on the ONTA's adinistrative management. 
The ROKG has controlled and has
run the show for thu past three to four years.
 

100 Planning and anagement Skills 

Positions requiring these abilities are not sought after by Koreans. 
 They
are staff positions with relatively little or no 
contact with the public
and nothing whatsoever to do with collection of taxes. 
ROM1 civil servants
are inadequately compensated. 
Line operating positions with contacts with
the public provide the ROKG public servant with an opportunity to achieve

a-ditir:na income. 

103 .iil iness to work in rural areas, The ONTA frequently penalizesand officials working in the capital 
employees 

area by sending them to a remote ruralarea. Hovwever, all ROKG personnel try to get jobs in Seoul because educational institutions are better for their children, and providing a child
with the best education possible is one thing for which Korean parents uill
raake the greatest sacrifice. 

104 Payand allowances, The ONiTA is better paid th .t any other agency of thlROKG However, even with higher allowances the employees and officials
of this agency cannot live on their official governmentincome, Steps are
being taken to increase ROKGO salaries, but these increases may be overtaken
by inflationary pressures on essentials like food, rent, services, 
etc.
a critical agency such as the ONTA, salaries should be high enough to assurehonest oprations, In addition, ONTA is losing some of its highly qualifiedofficiai-, to private enterprise because of low ROM salaries, 
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PART IV - PROGRAMMING IMPLICATIONS 
I4-A - EFFECT ON PURPOSE AND DESIGN 

Indicate In a brief narrative whether the Mission exporience to date with this project and/or changing country circumstances call for 
some adjustment in project purposes or desigi, and why, and the approximate cost Implications. Cover any of the following considerations or 
others that may be relevant. (See Detailed Instructions for additional illustrative considerations.) Relevant experience or country situations 
that were described earlier can simply be referenced. The spelling out of specific changes should be left to the appropriate programming doc
uments, but a Iief indication of the type of change contemplated should be given'here to clarify the need for change.
For example, changes might be indicated if they would: 

1. better achieve program/project purposes; 
2. address more critical or higher priority purposes within a goal plan; 
3. produce desired results at less cost; 
4. give more assurance of lasting institutional development upon U.S. withdrawal.
 

107 NARRATIVE FOR PART IV-A (Continue on form AID 1020-25 I):
 

While the l.issionrs experience to date with this project has been satisfactoi-, 
minor changes will have to be made during AID' s phase down period in Koren. TI. 
project which is due to terminate in FY 70, will therefore concentrate more oii
 
helping to institutionalize and make more viable some of the revenue administrati-n 
changes recently proposed or innovated. Some of these proposed actions are the
 
following:
 

a. 	 To provide continued technical advisory services on a policy Tk. vel to 
the OTA Commissioner and his irimiediate staff. 

b. 	 To advise and assist the ONTA in the implementation of the reuonuieridaois1,s
of a recent management study to improve the daily tax administration 
operations.
 

c. To request the Ministry of Government Administration to assist the ONTA 
in establishing a position classification system, to institute a better'
 
examination and recruitment process, to set up a career development
program, and to establish the ONTA Training Institute as a model in-sc ,,v.' 
training organization. 

IV-B - PROPOSED ACTION
 
108 This project should be (Place an "X" in appropriate block(s)):
 

I. Continued as presently scheduled in PIP. 
2. Continued with minor changes in the PIP, mode at Mission level (not requiring submission of an amended PIP to AID/W). 
3. Continued with significant changes in the PIP (but not sufficient torequire a revised PROP). A formally revised PIP will follow. 
4. Extended beyond its present schedule to (Dote): Mo. Day Yr. . Explain in narrative, PROP will follow. 
5. Substahtively revised. PROP will follow. 
6. Evaluated in depth to determine its effectiveness, future scope, and duration. 
7. Discontinued earlier than presently scheduled. Date recommended for termination: Mo. Day Yr. 
8. Other. Explain in narrative. 

109 NARRATIVE FOR PART IV-B: 
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